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Miss Arnold 
 
I have been a teacher at St 
Ann’s Heath now for 5 years- 
my first year was during the 
pandemic! I have 2 dogs- both 
Schnauzers- called Dougie and 
Charlie and I love taking them 
on long walks around Virginia 
Water lake. 
 
When I am not at school, I 
enjoy going to the theatre and 
spending time with friends and 
family. My favourite season is 
Summer because I love having 
barbecues and picnics in the 
sunshine.  

Mrs Drake 
 
This will be my second year at 
St Ann’s Heath. I have been 
teaching for about eight years.  
I have two children aged 19 
and 21 and two cats who are 
very mischievous! 
 
When I am not at school, I 
enjoy travelling, and 
sometimes manage to get 
away in my campervan, 
spending time with family and 
friends and all things stitching. 
I don’t have a favourite season 
as each one has such amazing 
positives! 
 

Miss Greene 
 
I have been working in schools 
on and off for 15 years in 
various different roles. This, 
however, is my second year at 
St Ann’s Heath and as a 
teacher. I have two children, 
aged 5 and 14, as well as 4 cats 
and 3 rabbits, all of who keep 
me on my toes! 
 
When I am not at school, I 
enjoy spending time with my 
children, family and friends. 
We spend the time doing art 
activities, having days out at 
theme parks and going to the 
theatre. My favourite seasons 
are Spring and Autumn as the 
weather is not too hot but also 
nice enough, at times, to be 
outside.  

Welcome to Year 5! 

We are really excited to get to know you all and cannot wait to 

start teaching you all the exciting topics we have in year 5. In 

September, we will be starting our Titanic unit of learning. As part 

of this unit of learning, we will be reading ‘The Titanic Detective 

agency’ by Lindsay Littleson. If you are able to get a copy of this 

book over the summer holiday, it would be a really useful resource 

to have for September.  

We hope you have a restful holiday; we’ve attached a few 

wellbeing ideas that you could have a go at if you wish.  


